The APUSH AP Test – Minute by Minute

7:20- Show up at the Oxford Hotel (10 NW Minnesota Ave- Downtown Bend)  
School Transportation not provided  
-Two #2 Pencils  
-Two Blue or Black ink pens  
-Water and a good snack  
-A watch (Not your phone) for timing  
-Your Student ID Card

8:00- Test begins with directions and a little more pre-bubbling

8:15- Section I Begins  
Part A: Multiple Choice Test begins  
55 Stimulus Based Questions in 55 minutes (40%)  
1) Look at the Source  
2) Read/Analyze the Stimulus  
3) Read the Question and make a educated pre-guess  
4) Read all the answers, trust your gut, choose the best answer

9:10- Part B: Short Answer Questions  
4 Questions in 50 Minutes (20%)  
1) Look at the clock and actually write down the 12 minute increments  
2) Use the Tips in Writing Tips sheet= You pace yourself in this portion  
3) You should have 2 minutes at the least to make sure you are good

10:05- 15 minute Break  
You need to hydrate, eat healthy (think protein) and move around

10:20 Section II Begins  
A Total of 90 minutes is given here for planning, the DBQ, and Long Essay  
College Board Recommendations:  
1) 15 minutes to plan  
2) 40 minutes to write DBQ  
3) 35 Minutes to write the Long Essay  
Use your time wisely.  
1) Write down the 15 minute, 40 minute, and 35 minute increments  
2) Look at the Long Essay choices- Decide what you want to write on  
3) Plan the DBQ= Use the process! Give yourself 40 minutes to write  
4) Write the DBQ (Leave at least 35 minutes for the Long Essay)  
5) Write the Long Essay

11:50 Done with the Test! There will be a bus back to MV if needed  
You will be given a 40 minute lunch break at school